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OFF THE CONSTITUTIONAL MAP: BREAKING THE ENDLESS CYCLE OF SCHOOL FINANCE LITIGATION

School finance litigation has been caught in a never-ending cycle in the United States. At the root of the problem is legislative inaction and judicial withdrawal. A few courts have chosen to stay involved, however—even to the point of holding uncooperative legislatures in contempt or shutting down schools entirely. This Comment examines three states that have been hotbeds for this type of litigation and pushed the perceived boundaries of their constitutional powers. It advocates for a new approach for courts embroiled in a school funding battle. While this approach is unprecedented, this Comment argues it is both constitutional and effective. This is done by way of comparison to similar separation of powers battles, such as those during the prison reform and Civil Rights movements.

I. INTRODUCTION

One function of the court system is to provide finality to the parties and to resolve, once and for all, the dispute at hand.¹ This doctrine saves the judiciary time and resources by ensuring the same issues are not rehashed again and again. It gives the parties a sense of resolution. It also promotes fairness, continuity, and predictability in the legal system. This doctrine manifests itself in multiple ways throughout the law: res judicata, claim preclusion, double jeopardy, and stare decisis, to name a few.

School finance litigation is one area where finality has been incredibly elusive.² Litigants in these suits seek to remedy the perceived inadequacies or inequalities in public school funding,

² See infra Part II.B.
which has been a difficult problem to solve. While this difficulty is due to a complex number of problems, a major root of the problem is legislative inaction.\(^3\) This, in turn, has led some courts to relinquish their involvement in any new school finance cases.\(^4\) Ultimately, this means no one is fighting for children's right to equal or adequate education in those states, which is a troublesome notion and sure to have negative effects years into the future.

A few courts, however, have chosen to fight back—even to the point of holding the legislature in contempt for failing to comply with their orders, or shutting down schools entirely.\(^5\) This Comment examines three states that have not only been hotbeds for this type of litigation, but whose courts have decided to deal with these suits by pushing the perceived boundaries of their constitutional powers. As these states realized, stern and novel judicial approaches, such as holding noncompliant branches in contempt, are an unfortunate necessity in these situations.

This Comment advocates for a new approach for courts embroiled in a school funding battle. Part II provides a broad overview of school finance litigation in the United States. Part III then proceeds with a deeper look at three states in which courts have clashed with legislatures in highly politicized and controversial cases, and examines the separation of powers issues in each. Part IV explores the different remedial trends in school finance litigation and transitions into a recommendation of which may be the most effective. This recommendation is fully developed in Part V, which urges courts faced with legislative inaction not to shirk their constitutional duty, as many have now started to do. Courts can do this by imposing contempt or other sanctions on legislatures that refuse to cooperate. While this approach is relatively unprecedented, I argue that contempt sanctions in these situations are both constitutional and effective. This analysis is accomplished by

---

\(^3\) Laurie Reynolds, *Full State Funding of Education as a State Constitutional Imperative*, 60 Hastings L.J. 749, 749–52 (2009) ("[L]egislative responses often d[o] little to remedy the inequality . . . . [P]laintiff victories rarely produce a systemic overhaul of the school funding formulas. In part, that may be because legislators have not always rushed to implement their court-imposed duty.").

\(^4\) Id. at 761 ("Although a small number of state courts has [sic] long refused to become embroiled in school funding debates, a new round of 'judicial withdrawal' is emerging . . . .").

\(^5\) See infra Part III.B–C.
way of comparison to similar separation of powers battles, such as those that took place during the Civil Rights movement.

II. THE STATE OF SCHOOL FINANCE LITIGATION IN AMERICA

More than half a century has passed since the U.S. Supreme Court decided Brown v. Board of Education, the seminal case on education inequality in America. It recognized and enforced the idea that “education is perhaps the most important function of state and local governments.” Yet, many believed that inequality and inadequacy continued to exist in schools after this ruling, and not just on racial grounds. Indeed, many continue to believe this problem still exists today. Courts have, at times, agreed, and applied the Brown ruling to other types of educational inequality cases since the 1950s. This part will explore the broad historical background of school funding cases in the United States.

A. What is School Finance Litigation?

School finance lawsuits seek to redress this perceived inadequacy or inequality in the way states fund public schools or public school districts. Funding for local education comes from a variety of sources: the federal government, state governments, and local public and private donors. Because of this, the resources available to any given student can vary greatly from state to state and across the country. Due to reliance on local levies and property taxes, low-income districts who cannot afford the extra property taxes perpetually underfund their schools; higher-income districts can not only adequately support their schools, but use the extra money to offer an abundance of resources as well. Even the low-income districts that choose to tax themselves at or above the rates of

---

7 Id. at 493.
9 Id.
10 1-5 EDUCATION LAW § 5.01 (1984) [hereinafter EDUCATION LAW].
12 EDUCATION LAW, supra note 10, § 5.01.
13 Id.
14 Reynolds, supra note 3, at 752.
comparable wealthy districts do not produce as much funding for schools because of low property values.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{B. Early School Finance Case Law}

School funding cases technically got their start in 1819,\textsuperscript{16} with \textit{Commonwealth v. Inhabitants of Dedham}.\textsuperscript{17} In that case, Massachusetts sued the people of Dedham when they did not comply with a state law requiring each town to employ a sufficiently qualified teacher for every twenty households.\textsuperscript{18} The town employed qualified teachers in some schools, but not all.\textsuperscript{19} The court reasoned that this law was in place to “give all the inhabitants equal privileges, for the education of their children in the public schools,” and that “it is not competent for a town to establish a grammar school for the benefit of one part of the town, to the exclusion of the other; although the money raised for the support of schools may be, in other respects, fairly apportioned.”\textsuperscript{20}

While the state commenced the litigation process against its residents in \textit{Dedham}, the party roles have reversed in the present day. Now, plaintiffs are typically students, parents, and school districts, while defendants tend to be the state. That was indeed what transpired in \textit{San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez}, the next significant case in the history of school finance litigation.\textsuperscript{21} The plaintiffs came from Texas school districts with large minority and low-income populations.\textsuperscript{22} The state school funding formula relied on local property taxes.\textsuperscript{23} This funding structure resulted in the plaintiffs' lower-income district being able to spend $356 per student; they compared this with the highest-income district that spent $594 per student.\textsuperscript{24} The plaintiffs challenged the constitutional validity of this formula as it created unequal expenditures between children across different districts,

\textsuperscript{17} 16 Mass. 141 (1819).
\textsuperscript{18} \textit{Id.} at 144.
\textsuperscript{19} \textit{Id.} at 145–46.
\textsuperscript{20} \textit{Id.} at 146.
\textsuperscript{21} 411 U.S. 1 (1973).
\textsuperscript{22} \textit{Id.} at 4–5.
\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Id.} at 10–11.
\textsuperscript{24} \textit{Id.} at 12–13.
resulting in a lower quality education for the low-income districts.\textsuperscript{25}

The district court agreed with the \textit{Rodríguez} plaintiffs and found that the Equal Protection Clause mandated funding equality in their schools.\textsuperscript{26} The Supreme Court reversed and upheld the state’s funding formula.\textsuperscript{27} It found that the system did not discriminate against a “definable category of ‘poor’ people” and that it did not result in an absolute deprivation of education.\textsuperscript{28} Moreover, the Court determined that wealth is not a suspect classification and used rational basis review to reach its decision.\textsuperscript{29} According to the Court, holding otherwise would violate basic separation of powers principles by “assuming a legislative role . . . for which the Court lacks both authority and competence.”\textsuperscript{30} It refused to create positive constitutional rights for the sake of equal protection.\textsuperscript{31} Thus, in the eyes of the Powell Court, education is not a fundamental right under the federal Constitution.\textsuperscript{32} As Justice Marshall noted in his lengthy dissent, school finance litigants must now look to the states for remedies.\textsuperscript{33} This separation of powers dialogue that began in \textit{Rodríguez} has continued at the state level and sparked a heated public debate between branches of government.

\textbf{C. Modern Theories in School Funding Litigation}

State equal protection contests in the same vein as \textit{Rodríguez} have not been terribly successful.\textsuperscript{34} Much like the plaintiffs in \textit{Rodríguez}, proponents of school finance reform claim that unequal distribution of funds across districts violates the equal protection clause under their state constitutions.\textsuperscript{35} School finance litigation was typically based on

\textsuperscript{25} Id. at 23.
\textsuperscript{26} Id. at 15–16.
\textsuperscript{27} Id. at 25.
\textsuperscript{28} Id.
\textsuperscript{30} 411 U.S. at 31
\textsuperscript{31} Id. at 33.
\textsuperscript{32} Id. at 35.
\textsuperscript{33} MICHAEL A. REBELL, COURTS AND KIDS: PURSUING EDUCATIONAL EQUITY THROUGH THE STATE COURTS 2 (2009).
\textsuperscript{35} Id. at 1202.
these equal protection arguments in the 1960s and 1970s. An estimated fourteen states have seen plaintiff victories under this theory. This may be because courts and parties struggle to define “equity” when it comes to school funding, and because some courts believe education is a purely legislative matter—another argument echoed from Rodriguez. One study concluded that states with school funding decisions based on the equity theory actually experience declines in educational funding.

A few plaintiffs have experienced victories under this approach, Wyoming being one example. There, the state requires that school funding be based exclusively on student need and the cost of services; fully funded at the state and not the local level; and completely independent of the property wealth of its district constituents. The impact of this victory is reflected in some studies. For example, the Education Law Center’s annual report card on school funding shows that Wyoming is one of only three states that pays its teachers as much or more than comparable workers (Rhode Island and New York are the other two states). The study also shows that Wyoming has the highest per-pupil spending of any state, at $17,397 per student—over two and half times what the lowest-spending state spends on its pupils (Idaho, at $6,753 per student).

While equity arguments have led to limited success, challenges based on the education clause in state constitutions are a somewhat different story. As soon as litigants switched to “adequacy” arguments under these clauses, plaintiffs started seeing greater successes. All states have imposed upon

---

37 Tang, supra note 34, at 1202.
38 Id. at 1203–06.
41 Reynolds, supra note 3, at 787.
42 Id.
44 Id. at 11.
45 Tang, supra note 34, at 1206.
themselves positive constitutional duties to maintain education.\textsuperscript{46} All fifty state constitutions mandate a “common,” “uniform,” “efficient,” or some other standard of a public school system,\textsuperscript{47} and many even say that this is a democratic imperative.\textsuperscript{48} Two state constitutions make education the “paramount duty” of the state.\textsuperscript{49} Moreover, the most important source of funding for public education has commonly come from states.\textsuperscript{50} Adequacy suits argue that, under these state constitution education clauses, the legislature has failed to provide an adequate level of education for all students.\textsuperscript{51} One source estimates that twenty-two out of thirty-three, or sixty-seven percent, of adequacy cases decided since 1989 have been victories for the plaintiffs.\textsuperscript{52}

Commentators suggest adequacy suits have likely been more successful than equity suits because they stem from a more definite part of a constitutional text and are not subject to the same difficulty in defining “equity” in the education finance concept.\textsuperscript{53} While adequacy arguments are sometimes made alongside equity arguments, adequacy claims differ in that they seek an absolute remedy instead of a relative one.\textsuperscript{54}

One state where this success has been realized is New Hampshire. Before fruitful school finance litigation took place there, schools relied heavily on local contributions. State contributions only totaled eight percent of funding at that time.\textsuperscript{55} Low-income districts spent as little as eight thousand dollars per student and higher-income districts spent more than twenty thousand dollars per student.\textsuperscript{56} The New Hampshire Supreme Court found that this funding formula violated the state constitution, because the state had a duty to provide an adequate education to all students under that

\textsuperscript{47} EDUCATION LAW, supra note 10.
\textsuperscript{49} FLA. CONST. art. IX, § 1; WASH. CONST. art. IX, § 1.
\textsuperscript{50} EDUCATION LAW, supra note 10.
\textsuperscript{51} Tang, supra note 34, at 1206.
\textsuperscript{52} REBELL, supra note 33, at 15–29.
\textsuperscript{53} Tang, supra note 34, at 1202, 1207.
\textsuperscript{54} Id.
\textsuperscript{55} Reynolds, supra note 3, at 786.
\textsuperscript{56} Id.
document, and that “[t]here is nothing fair or just about taxing a home or other real estate in one town at four times the rate that similar property is taxed in another town to fulfill the same purpose of meeting the State’s educational duty.”\(^{57}\) The court continued, “in order to deliver a constitutionally adequate public education to all children, comparable funding must be assured . . . .”\(^{58}\) Obviously, an argument about the inequity resulting from a locally-based funding formula convinced the court that the whole formula was inadequate—local control was, to the court, an inadequate means of funding education, and the state was required to play a bigger role.\(^{59}\)

Since then, New Hampshire has been one of only three states to increase education funding—by more than twenty percent, no less—from 2007 to 2011, despite the troubled economy (Illinois and North Dakota are the other two).\(^{60}\) The Education Law Center, however, still gave the state an “F” rating for 2014 because of how fairly it distributes funds across districts, suggesting that spending more money does not necessarily mean all students are getting access to it.\(^{61}\)

Still, the adequacy arguments have been susceptible to the contention that education is a public policy matter better suited for the legislature than the courts. A majority of the courts that have rejected adequacy cases did so on the grounds of justiciability.\(^{62}\) One example is Illinois. The supreme court there rejected an education finance claim because it would “deprive the members of the general public of a voice in a matter which is close to the hearts of all individuals in Illinois.”\(^{63}\)

### D. Challenges Still Remaining

Despite the relative trend toward success in school finance litigation, students overall are seeing little in the way of

---

58 Id.
59 Id. at 1353, 1360 (“We recognize that local control plays a valuable role in public education; however, the State cannot use local control as a justification for allowing the existence of educational services below the level of constitutional adequacy.”).
60 BAKER ET AL., supra note 43, at 11.
61 Id. at 18.
62 REBELL, supra note 33, at 22–29.
positive change. Empirical analyses have shown that successful litigation does not necessarily influence education spending in states.\textsuperscript{64} In fact, one study found that successful litigation actually decreases educational spending.\textsuperscript{65} Despite proof that reliance on local revenues creates inadequacies and inequalities, and even despite court victories acknowledging this fact, local funding still accounts for 43.5 percent of revenues for elementary and secondary education in the United States.\textsuperscript{66} In addition, while the nation reached its highest-ever high school graduation rate in 2012—at eighty percent—the disparities between low-income and higher-income, minority and non-minority, and city and suburban students are still staggering.\textsuperscript{67} Also, the United States has fallen behind eleven other countries for college graduation rates, perhaps indicative of the long-term consequences of this problem.\textsuperscript{68}

The recession has not helped, either. School funding faces a big risk, and usually suffers during economic decline.\textsuperscript{69} School funding cases implicitly assume that more money in schools will cause educational successes to rise to an acceptable level.\textsuperscript{70} While this is a contentious issue, courts are starting to understand the connection. As the Wyoming Supreme Court opined, “[i]t is nothing more than an illusion to believe that the extensive disparity in financial resources does not relate directly to quality of education.”\textsuperscript{71} Instructively, the United States Supreme Court also observed that “[i]t would be difficult to believe that if the children . . . had a free choice, they would choose to be educated in districts with fewer resources, and hence with more antiquated plants, less experienced teachers, and a less diversified curriculum.”\textsuperscript{72}

Overall, court decisions on school finance matters have

\textsuperscript{64} Heise, supra note 40, at 1741.
\textsuperscript{65} Id. at 1761.
\textsuperscript{68} Id.
\textsuperscript{69} BAKER ET AL., supra note 43, at 11.
\textsuperscript{70} EDUCATION LAW, supra note 10.
been issued in forty-four of the fifty states. The American Civil Liberties Union has threatened to bring such a suit in Nevada, one of the states that has not yet experienced a school funding lawsuit, but it has not followed through at this time. Iowa, another state where no decisions on the topic have been handed down, defended against its only school funding lawsuit in 2002. However, the suit was dropped when the legislature agreed to increase revenue for the complaining districts. In August of 2014, fourteen school districts sued for underfunding education in another no-decision state, Mississippi. The case has grown to include twenty-one districts, which are collectively demanding $230 million in funding. The state attorney general is seeking a dismissal of the case, and characterized the legislative inaction problem as one of the seminal reasons.

Court rulings in favor of plaintiffs are, of course, only the first step towards remedying these problems. From the results of the empirical analyses mentioned above, it appears that something breaks down after a court victory to cause these troubling outcomes. Some have hinted, and this Comment argues, that legislative inaction or pushback is where the progress towards proper educational funding breaks down. To further this problem, courts have become exasperated with the lack of real change in education funding and are giving up.

With that, proponents of school finance reform now have not

---

73 National Education Access Network, supra note 8.
74 Andrew Doughman, Education Advocates Threaten Lawsuit Over Funding Public Schools, LAS VEGAS SUN (May 1, 2013, 2:00 AM), http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2013/may/01/education-advocates-threaten-lawsuit-over-public-s/.
75 Tim Anderson, Full Court Pressure: Recent Supreme Court Ruling In Kansas Serves as a Reminder of the Judiciary’s Power to Shape State School Funding, CSG MIDWEST (Apr. 2014), http://www.csgmidwest.org/policyresearch/0314schoolfinancelitigation.aspx.
76 Id.
79 Id. ("[Attorney General] Hood’s office wrote that even though a 2006 law says Mississippi’s school aid formula must be fully funded, that guarantee has no power to bind future legislatures.")
80 Reynolds, supra note 3, at 742.
81 Id. at 761.
one, but two hurdles to clear before they can make positive change—a win in the courts and action in the legislature.

The current education finance litigation trend assumes that courts can influence educational spending. Up until this point, that assumption has not been entirely true.\(^{82}\) When a funding provision is declared constitutionally inadequate or unequal, there is the potential for disruption of school function, so courts can delay the ruling’s effective date to give school officials or the legislature time to fix whatever issues the court deems necessary.\(^{83}\) This practice may contribute to legislative inaction or pushback as well—give someone an inch and they take a mile, as the saying goes. These challenges are particularly prevalent in the cases discussed in the following section.

### III. SCHOOL FINANCE LITIGATION AND ITS POLITICAL RAMIFICATIONS

This part examines and analyzes three states’ school finance litigation stories. It focuses on each state’s constitutional debate between its courts, legislature, executive, and public opinion. This part also analyzes the actions that courts took that may have contributed to their relative successes or failures. First, courts in Ohio learned that compromise in the face of negative public opinion resulted in its having to exit the debate. Second, decades of school finance litigation in New Jersey culminated in shutting down schools and, to some, a satisfactory resolution. Finally, the Washington judiciary attempted to combine the lessons learned in both of the previous states in a still-ongoing battle with its legislature, the full results of which are yet unseen.

#### A. Ohio

The Ohio Supreme Court battled with legislators for thirteen years over education finance in its most recent saga of cases, *DeRolph v. State*.\(^{84}\) Within this time, four different rulings all upheld students’ rights to adequately funded

---

82 Heise, *supra* note 40, at 1750.
83 *Education Law, supra* note 10.
School finance litigation actually goes back as far as 1923 in Ohio, when the state supreme court made its first attempt at clarifying the education clause in the state constitution. That provision states that the legislature “shall make such provisions, by taxation, or otherwise, as, with the income arising from the school trust fund, will secure a thorough and efficient system of common schools throughout the state.” The court in that early case found for the plaintiffs (taxpayers and school districts who challenged unfair funding distributions), a harbinger for what was to come almost seventy years later.

The court’s constitutional power to decide such cases was secured in the interim. In Board of Education v. Walter, plaintiffs challenged the Ohio financing scheme once again, but this time made an equity argument. Like the equity cases brought in other states, the Walter plaintiffs did not prevail. The majority looked to school finance decisions in New Jersey and Washington, both discussed below, in determining that the issue before the court was justiciable—not a political question beyond its reach, as the defendant State argued.

Then came the first of the DeRolph cases in 1991. Five school districts throughout the state asked the court to declare the public school finance system unconstitutional. The trial court found a number of shocking inadequacies in schools. Just seventeen percent of heating systems in these schools were deemed “satisfactory,” and thirty-one percent of fire alarm systems were deemed “adequate.” Almost seventy percent of schools had failed to remove asbestos, directly violating an
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85 Tang, supra note 34, at 1209–10.
87 OHIO CONST. art. VI, § 2.
88 140 N.E. at 778–79 (opining that “a man who sends his children to private educational institutions may be required to help support public schools for other children, or that the man who has no children may be taxed to support schools for other men’s families. It is no gratuity, no private gift to an individual, nor to a particular district, to support the schools of the state. It is a contribution to the public, and not to a local purpose; a contribution to the community’s very life, which must be exacted of every citizen.”)
89 390 N.E.2d 813, 819 (Ohio 1979).
90 Id.
91 Id. at 824.
92 DeRolph v. State, 677 N.E.2d 733, 734 (Ohio 1997).
93 Id. at 742.
Environmental Protection Agency mandate.\textsuperscript{94} One school building was sliding down a hill an inch per month.\textsuperscript{95} At another school, students were “subjected to breathing coal dust which [was] emitted into the air and actually cover[ed] the students’ desks after accumulating overnight.”\textsuperscript{96} “Obviously,” the court observed, “state funding of school districts cannot be considered adequate . . . .”\textsuperscript{97}

Despite these findings, the Ohio Supreme Court only struck down the school finance system by a slim four-to-three majority.\textsuperscript{98} The dissent thought school funding questions were nonjusticiable political questions.\textsuperscript{99} This disagreement among the justices touched off the constitutional battle that would continue between the majority and the Ohio legislature for years. Perhaps to appease the dissent, the court did not require the legislature to take any specific action, but did ask the legislature to create a new finance system and allowed the trial court to retain jurisdiction until it was satisfied.\textsuperscript{100} Based on a survey the legislature itself conducted, the court stated that ten billion dollars was necessary to bring funding to constitutional levels.\textsuperscript{101}

The legislature struggled to comply with the court’s order. Some lawmakers did not question the court’s constitutional authority to force compliance on the issue, while others expressed reservations.\textsuperscript{102} Ultraconservative legislators suggested stripping the court of jurisdiction or amending the constitution.\textsuperscript{103} Some even advocated impeaching the justices who made up the majority.\textsuperscript{104} The media made similar recommendations, and urged the legislature to ignore the court’s orders.\textsuperscript{105} In the wake of the court’s decision, the legislature appropriated an additional three hundred million

\textsuperscript{94} Id. at 743.
\textsuperscript{95} Id.
\textsuperscript{96} Id.
\textsuperscript{97} Id. at 744.
\textsuperscript{98} Id. at 735.
\textsuperscript{99} Id. at 782.
\textsuperscript{100} Id. at 747.
\textsuperscript{101} Id. at 742, 780.
\textsuperscript{103} Id. at 112. See also Tang, supra note 34, at 1209–10.
\textsuperscript{104} Tang, supra note 34, at 1209–10.
\textsuperscript{105} Obhof, supra note 102, at 111.
dollars for improvements, just three percent of the amount the legislature’s survey required.\textsuperscript{106} The governor passed a bill purporting to change the school funding formula, but no substantive changes were truly made.\textsuperscript{107} The legislature offered up the issue to a vote, as a sales tax increase.\textsuperscript{108} This also failed.\textsuperscript{109}

As expected, the issue again rose to the Ohio Supreme Court a few years later.\textsuperscript{110} The same majority-dissent breakdown found the then-current funding scheme unconstitutional, but acknowledged that progress had been made.\textsuperscript{111} It also acknowledged the separation of powers issue, and reasoned that it had been deliberately conservative in allowing the legislature to define the legislation’s parameters.\textsuperscript{112} The court also upheld its authority to enforce its own orders; otherwise, the “power to find a particular act unconstitutional would be a nullity.”\textsuperscript{113} If a remedy is never enforced, it is not actually a remedy, the court opined.\textsuperscript{114}

Although the second \textit{DeRolph} decision mainly echoed the first, legislative and public opinion was no longer as mixed. Many legislators, the governor, and commentators all disagreed with the holding.\textsuperscript{115} The author of the majority opinion managed to win re-election the next year despite a vocal and well-funded campaign to unseat her, with many attacks made specifically about the education decision.\textsuperscript{116} The legislature managed to appropriate another one billion dollars to school construction, again falling short of the original ten

\textsuperscript{106} \textit{Id.} at 114.

\textsuperscript{107} Anne M. Hayes, \textit{Tension in the Judicial-Legislative Relationship: DeRolph v. State}, 32 U. TOL. L. REV. 611, 637 (2001) (“Changes made to the school funding system under H.B. 650 were a tweaking of the existing system. There were no substantive changes made to the funding system or the formula for disbursing state basic aid.”).


\textsuperscript{109} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{110} \textit{DeRolph v. State}, 728 N.E.2d 993 (Ohio 2000).

\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Id.} at 1003 (“There are indications that Governor Taft and the General Assembly have taken some of the steps necessary to remedy a situation that has been neglected for more than twenty-five years.”).

\textsuperscript{112} \textit{Id.} at 1002–03.

\textsuperscript{113} \textit{Id.} at 1003.

\textsuperscript{114} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{115} Obhof, \textit{supra} note 102, at 125–26.

billion dollar order, which likely was much larger by that time.\textsuperscript{117} At that point, the court contemplated holding the legislature in contempt.\textsuperscript{118} One of the justices, part of the original majority that struck down the Ohio funding plan, publicly commented that a contempt order was one of the possible routes, and that the court does “have some power to do things when groups or individuals do not comply with our orders.”\textsuperscript{119} The justice went on to explain that jail terms or fines could result, but did not outline how those penalties would work for an entire legislature.\textsuperscript{120}

With that, the Ohio Supreme Court considered the issue a third time in 2001.\textsuperscript{121} The plaintiffs suggested the court go the contempt route mentioned previously, along with a number of other controversial remedies.\textsuperscript{122} Again, the court found the legislature to be noncompliant, but hedged this by relinquishing its jurisdiction over the matter.\textsuperscript{123} Justices and commentators observed that this decision constituted a compromise between members of the court to end its involvement.\textsuperscript{124}

The court did, however, take a controversial step in \textit{DeRolph III} by ordering the legislature to make specific modifications to school funding.\textsuperscript{125} Many, including some of the original majority members, found this to be a grave breach of constitutional boundaries.\textsuperscript{126} The state also felt this was improper judicial lawmaking and asked the court to reconsider.\textsuperscript{127} Further, the plaintiffs were unhappy with the decision as well, feeling it was a retreat from the previous

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{117} \textit{See} Obhof, \textit{supra} note 102, at 131.
  \item \textsuperscript{119} Drew, \textit{supra} note 118; Hunt & Tritten, \textit{supra} note 118.
  \item \textsuperscript{120} Hunt & Tritten, \textit{supra} note 118.
  \item \textsuperscript{121} \textit{See} DeRolph \textit{v. State}, 754 N.E.2d 1184 (Ohio 2001).
  \item \textsuperscript{123} 754 N.E.2d at 1190.
  \item \textsuperscript{124} \textit{Id}.
  \item \textsuperscript{125} \textit{Id}. at 1200–01.
  \item \textsuperscript{126} \textit{Id}. at 1239–45.
  \item \textsuperscript{127} DeRolph \textit{v. State}, 780 N.E.2d 529, 535 (Ohio 2002).
\end{itemize}
decisions. The Ohio Supreme Court agreed one last time to hear the case. The original majority came together to vacate DeRolph III, reinstate DeRolph II, find the funding levels unconstitutional yet again, but relinquish jurisdiction for good.

The Ohio Supreme Court did what many other courts have done. It gave up and acquiesced to chronic legislative failure. While it had the opportunity to take lasting measures in DeRolph III, it decided to err on the side of compromise, which allowed the problem to continue. Compromise is a hallmark of the legislative branch. The judiciary, on the other hand, is supposed to take the minority position where warranted, despite the potential unpopularity or uncertainty this may cause. Interestingly, DeRolph was the first education finance case in the state to attempt adequacy arguments. While that may have helped secure the plaintiffs’ victory, that step forward undoubtedly did not result in constitutionally-mandated funding. Scholars have observed that, despite the “culmination” of the DeRolph cases, the fight for adequate school funding in Ohio never truly ended. After thirteen years, the court may have simply fallen victim to “battle fatigue.”

B. New Jersey

If Ohio’s struggle seems exhausting, New Jersey endured the legal equivalent of the Thirty Years’ War. That state endured two distinct sets of long-lasting school finance litigation. The first was Robinson v. Cahill, which spanned seven different New Jersey Supreme Court opinions within three years. Students and others sued state officials, arguing that the state relied on a funding system that discriminated against low-income districts and imposed unequal burdens on
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taxpayers. The New Jersey Supreme Court rejected it. The court still found the funding scheme unconstitutional under the state education clause, however. That clause provides, “[t]he Legislatures shall provide for the maintenance and support of a thorough and efficient system of free public schools for the instruction of all the children in the State between the ages of five and eighteen years.” The court issued a second opinion soon thereafter, extending the deadline for the legislature to reach an agreement.

Even with the extended deadline, the other branches of New Jersey’s government struggled to comply with the court’s ruling. The governor drew up a plan to change the school funding formula, part of which introduced a state income tax, but his bill did not pass. The governor asked the state supreme court for relief and, in a third ruling, the court agreed to hear the case at a later date. In that fourth ruling, the court devised a remedy that would be put in place if the legislature could not come up with its own by the next school year. With only two days to spare, the legislature passed a law that increased funding to low-income school districts, and the state supreme court upheld the remedy as constitutional in its fifth decision of the case.

The New Jersey legislature did not follow through with the act it created. It failed to actually appropriate any money under the new law. With this overt legislative failure, the court took drastic action. In a sixth ruling, it enjoined the legislature from spending any money on public schools unless it funded the act it had created or found some new way to
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appropriate funds under the constitution.\textsuperscript{147} The legislature did nothing.\textsuperscript{148} In response, the court shut down schools for eight days because of the legislature’s failure to comply.\textsuperscript{149} The legislature then decided to act. It came together to approve a state income tax, which would fund the act it created.\textsuperscript{150} In the seventh and final ruling of the Robinson saga, the state supreme court withdrew the injunction and schools reopened.\textsuperscript{151} As mentioned earlier, though, this did not end school finance litigation in New Jersey.

Next came Abbott \textit{v.} Burke, a line of cases that lasted twenty-four years and resulted in more than twenty opinions by the state’s courts.\textsuperscript{152} The case started in 1981, when the Education Law Center challenged the state’s public education funding scheme.\textsuperscript{153} The first ruling from the state supreme court came four years later, when the court transferred the case to an administrative law judge.\textsuperscript{154} That judge held the school funding law unconstitutional with respect to twenty-eight low-income, urban school districts in the state.\textsuperscript{155} The state supreme court upheld this finding when it was challenged in the second Abbott decision.\textsuperscript{156}

Thereafter, the legislature and supreme court engaged in extensive back and forth litigation, with the legislature proposing funding schemes and the supreme court rejecting them.\textsuperscript{157} Finally, in its twentieth decision on the case, the court
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was satisfied. It found the new legislative formula, designated the “School Funding Reform Act” (SFRA), to be constitutional. When the 2010 legislature then adopted Governor Chris Christie’s $1.1 billion cuts to the SFRA, however, the court again ordered the legislature to fully fund its proposal.

Surely, the need for finality is no greater anywhere else than here. New Jersey withstood almost three decades of non-stop school finance litigation. Even if some feel that the Abbott litigation was ultimately successful, other states contemplating solutions to school finance disagreements would surely object to undertaking an expensive, exhausting, decades-long argument with the legislature to reach that ultimate goal. New Jersey took the long road to reach a resolution; judicial resources can likely be used more efficiently to solve such problems. Still, it must be acknowledged that a resolution was reached. When the court acted on its orders and shut down schools, the legislature came together to find a solution.

C. Washington

The Washington judiciary had no interest in replicating New Jersey’s school finance quagmire. Beginning with Seattle School District v. State, the state supreme court held that schools’ forced reliance on local levies for funding was unconstitutional and required the legislature to shoulder the burden for education funding, as per the state constitution. That document states, “It is the paramount duty of the state to make ample provision for the education of all children residing
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within its borders . . . .”162 The court found this clause unique amongst other state constitution education clauses, requiring that education funding be the legislature’s foremost concern.163 The court also found that the state’s “duty goes beyond mere reading, writing and arithmetic.”164 “Ample provision” meant that the state must provide opportunities to ready children for their role as citizens and competitors in the job market.165 Despite these strong edicts, the court did not retain jurisdiction over the case, trusting that the legislature would comply.166 One justice dissented, finding the legislative “ultimatums” inappropriate for separation of powers reasons.167 The majority ruling, however, just resulted in further litigation of the same issue thirty-four years later.

The Seattle School District court’s deference to the Washington legislature ultimately led to McCleary v. State in 2012.168 The majority opinion echoed many of the sentiments from its precursor case.169 The state supreme court again found that the legislature was underfunding state schools.170 It held that the words “ample provision” required more than just minimum levels of funding, and “paramount duty” meant education comes before all else.171 This time, however, the court decided it would not be fooled twice, and retained jurisdiction over the case.172 Two justices concurred in part with the finding of a constitutional violation, but dissented in part over the retained jurisdiction.173 Overall, though, public opinion seemed largely in favor of the court’s ruling.174
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174 See Peter Callaghan, State’s McCleary Report Skips the Hard Questions, The BELLINGHAM HERALD (Sep. 5, 2013), http://www.bellinghamherald.com/2013/09/05/3185915/states-mccleary-report-skips-the.html; Editorial Board,
Retaining jurisdiction meant the legislature was required to provide the court with ongoing progress reports.\(^{175}\) The court still “deferred to the legislature’s chosen means of discharging its constitutional duty,” but vowed that it would hold the legislature to any reforms it decided to adopt.\(^{176}\) State officials estimated they would need at least four billion dollars to make up their deficit.\(^{177}\) In its third report, though, the legislature candidly admitted that it had stopped making progress towards the “program of basic education as directed by the Court.”\(^{178}\) Because the legislature failed to implement its own plan to increase funding to appropriate levels, the McCleary plaintiffs asked the court to do something in response.\(^{179}\) At this point, the legislature seemed to go on the defensive. As one journalist wrote, legislators began issuing “[a]mateur treatises on separation of powers and condescending reports explaining . . . how the budget works . . . . Oh, and snarky tweets about pounding sand.”\(^{180}\) The writer continued, likely echoing public sentiment: “[Q]uit whining. No one cares.”\(^{181}\)

violating a court order. At the plaintiffs’ urging, the court asked the legislature to ponder ordering the sale of state property to fund compliance, invalidating education funding cuts, or prohibiting any funding of education at all (which would mean shutting down schools, reminiscent of Robinson v. Cahill). A very controversial and public debate ensued until the time of the hearing. Opposing editorials poured into newspapers across the state, as many recognized the court was entering “uncharted waters.”

In its briefs, the legislature asked the court not to impose sanctions. “[W]e have found no case where any state’s highest court issued or affirmed contempt sanctions against that state’s own legislature. All of the cases Plaintiffs cite are federal cases and none involve[] a state legislature or implicate[] separation of powers . . . .” The legislature simply said that it needed more time for its warring factions to come to an agreement. A contempt order, it assured, was not necessary to get its attention.

This assurance, however, did not sway the court and what happened next was unprecedented. After finding the
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legislature’s reasons unpersuasive, the court did what the Ohio Supreme Court had previously threatened to do: It held the entire state legislature in contempt. Despite the court’s prior lack of agreement about how to proceed with the case, the decision was unanimous. The question of sanctions that it posed to both sides remained unanswered at that time. “[I]n the interest of comity,” the court gave the legislature time to purge its contempt. If no agreement was reached by the end of the 2015 legislative session, the court stated it would reconvene to decide on sanctions or other remedies.

By this time, public opinion ranged from relief that the court decided to defer, to feeling that the court was “out of control.” This latter sentiment must have waned a bit, however. Two months later, a referendum requiring the legislature to “allocate funds to reduce class sizes and increase staffing support” passed, albeit by less than two percent. The referendum was commonly referenced alongside the McCleary case. While this may have put more pressure on legislators to act according to the court’s order, some argued this will actually make it harder to fund the McCleary order
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because the initiative funding must come from already existing education budgets, instead of appropriating new money.200

As of this writing, the McCleary story continues to unfold. In August of 2015, the Washington Supreme Court finally decided to answer its open-ended question about sanctions and imposed fines of $100,000 per day against the state.201 The fines are held “for the benefit of basic education,” although questions remain as to how the court will enforce the payment of those fines.202

The Washington legislature seemed to be plagued by an especially deep-seated form of resistance. While it seemed as if it had made changes to the school finance laws at first, it never actually placed itself under any statutory obligation to fully fund education.203 The legislature’s “reforms” allowed it to simply adjust its formula to account for short-term political goals, while feigning compliance with the state constitution.204 The court clearly learned that the kind of deference it gave the legislature in Seattle School District only allowed the problem to arise again at a later date, and that lack of finality is beneficial to no one. That kind of solution is simply a surface bandage for an issue requiring deeper surgery. The contempt citation, however, may prove effective. The State of Washington has generally fallen below the national average in education spending per student,205 and the question remains as to whether the legislature will be able to change that and purge its contempt by crafting a real, sustainable solution to the problem.206
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206 Kansas underwent a separation of powers struggle over school funding strikingly similar to Washington’s. See REBELL, supra note 33, at 31; Richard E. Levy, Gunfight at the K–12 Corral: Legislative vs. Judicial Power in the Kansas School Finance Litigation, 54 KAN. L. REV. 1021 (2006). Given the substantial overlap, I decided not to include an analysis of the case.
IV. IDENTIFYING THE ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS TO THE NEVER-ENDING CYCLE

This part proceeds in two main sections. First, it brings together both the broad and specific school finance history examined previously to identify the true issue behind continued failures. While many factors can contribute to this continued inadequacy in state schools, this part argues that legislative inaction is the culprit and must be targeted. Second, this part will compare the possible solutions to this issue, transitioning into a discussion of which solutions may be the most effective. Continued litigation, special masters, public votes, and court-ordered sanctions are discussed as possible solutions.

A. The Issues

From an examination of these three representative states, one can see the basic issue is legislative inaction. Despite increasingly successful lawsuits, great strides are not being made because legislatures rarely follow through and assign additional new funding to schools. They are the only ones that have the power to do so, so the burden falls fully on them. Essentially, this renders courts ineffective. Their rulings are no more than empty words if they never enforce their mandates. Because of this perceived inability, a secondary problem has arisen: many courts are giving up on the issue and refusing to do anything.

This judicial weariness is troublesome. Some courts have rejected suits under the political question doctrine or other justiciability grounds. Others have blatantly stopped
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trying. The problem is likely exacerbated in states where judges face election. School funding cases like those in Ohio, New Jersey, and Washington are highly controversial, highly politicized, and garner lots of media attention. Judges striving for re-election do not want to be the target of scathing op-eds and radio or television commercials if they want to keep their jobs. It is a difficult position in which to find oneself. Those judges cannot continue to protect rights if they lose their positions to candidates unsympathetic to school finance plaintiffs. Venturing off the well-trodden constitutional path to protect those rights could result in undesirable, very public backlash.

Along those same lines, voters will not necessarily step into the fray either. While Washington’s vote was more or less successful, the referendum in Ohio to bolster its supreme court ruling failed. The latter result is predictable and understandable; raising taxes, for however noble a cause, is rarely a popular idea. Even at the local level, school levies are notorious failures, which is what prompts many school finance litigation cases at the outset. Clearly, part of the problem cannot also be a solution. Where the facts and the law warrant, the most vital role of the judiciary is to protect the unpopular, but absolutely necessary, civil rights of the minority.

All of this ultimately means that students across the country continue to underachieve despite successful rulings and reforms. Moreover, court decisions in some states are actually associated with subsequent declines in educational funding, suggesting a serious lack of judicial efficacy. So, what can a court do when faced with a recalcitrant legislature and unconstitutionally inadequate levels of education funding?
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B. The Solutions

1. Further litigation

One possible solution is to simply continue allowing plaintiffs to bring school funding cases to the courts, and continuing to rule in their favor. Proponents of judicial deference and conservatism argue this is, in fact, all that a court can do. Separation of powers and consideration for a co-equal branch of government require that a court not exercise the legislature’s “power of the purse.” This, however, is a massive waste of judicial time and resources. New Jersey, discussed above, is a prime example. While this is the “safe” option, unlikely to cause any constitutional conflicts, it can be exhausting and eventually unfruitful. It encourages quick fixes to the problem instead of a deeper overhaul of faulty systems. Further, there are ways to appropriately use judicial power without interfering with the legislature’s power of the purse. Most importantly, this solution directly violates that important principal of finality revered throughout the legal system.

2. Special masters

Some have advocated for appointing a special master to handle the specifics of school funding cases, and courts have certainly used them for this purpose in the past. Special masters are appointed by courts to manage aspects of a case, typically when they are very complex or fact-heavy. Both parties must consent to the appointment of a special master. Special masters cannot make any binding budget changes or force the legislature to comply in any way, however. They typically just conduct research, make findings of fact, or oversee proceedings. Even if they were to outline a proposal for increasing school funding, the legislature has likely heard plenty of “proposals.” It is agreeing on one that is the problem. Unfortunately, special masters are by no means enforcement
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mechanisms when it comes to legislative rebuffs.

3. **Public vote**

Courts could also take the “hopeful” route: hope that the media speaks kindly of their decision; hope that public opinion is on their side; hope that someone puts education funding up to a vote of the people; and hope that the measure passes. This, of course, means the court has no power over anything, and the fate of students is entirely left up to voters. Knowing that these are the same voters that put hesitant legislators in office to begin with does not bode well. As in Ohio, even if this route takes the state up to the point of a referendum, getting the required number of votes in favor can be a challenge. Again, tax hikes are not popular items at the ballot box, and the chronic failure of school levies is often the basis for school finance litigation anyway.\(^{224}\) Even if all the pieces were to fall into place, the legislature may fail to appropriate new money to schools, and simply reallocate the current budget. Further, the serendipitous occurrence of winning a public vote once will likely only solve the funding issues for a period of time. With inflation, the increasing educational competitiveness of other nations, and the advancing complexity of skills students need as a baseline for entering the adult world, the baseline for “adequate funding” will surely change over time.

4. **Sanctions**

As we have seen, some courts did not turn their backs on students. They kept fighting, even in the face of opposition, to protect constitutional rights. In Washington, this meant holding the legislature in contempt to enforce their ruling.\(^{225}\) In New Jersey, this meant acting on that contempt and shutting down schools.\(^{226}\) These sanctions are clearly drastic, last-resort measures—but when civil rights are continually being violated, those kinds of measures may be the only way to elicit a resolution.

Contempt is “conduct that defies the authority or dignity of a court or legislature. Because such conduct interferes with the administration of justice, it is punishable, usually by fine or
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imprisonment.”\textsuperscript{227} Contempt is the court’s power to bolster its authority, and it is an important mechanism by which it can enforce its orders.\textsuperscript{228} It originates in the English common law, but Blackstone writes that it is “as antient [sic] as the laws themselves.”\textsuperscript{229} This power of the court, Blackstone wrote, “must be an inseparable attendant upon every superior tribunal,” because “laws without a competent authority to secure their administration from disobedience and contempt, would be vain and nugatory.”\textsuperscript{230}

Contempt is a valuable tool in a court’s toolbox when it comes to noncompliance. The effectiveness of contempt orders for nonpayment of support obligations in family law, for example, has been analyzed in a number of states.\textsuperscript{231} A Michigan study found that contempt was a powerful deterrent against this nonpayment, with counties that used contempt incarceration as an enforcement tool increasing their collections by a greater percentage than counties that did not.\textsuperscript{232} A Massachusetts study found that less than 0.3 percent of cases where contempt was used for nonpayers resulted in jail time.\textsuperscript{233} In Oregon, civil contempt resulted in a two hundred percent increase in collections.\textsuperscript{234} Oklahoma and Minnesota reported that contempt, while a last resort, is highly effective in extracting child support from nonpayers.\textsuperscript{235} The threat of jail time often means contemnors “discover” resources to pay their obligations.\textsuperscript{236} But will this work with legislative bodies? Because of a lack of actual occurrences, no comprehensive studies have been undertaken, but time will tell as Washington’s legislature now attempts to purge its contempt.\textsuperscript{237} Similarly drastic measures worked during New Jersey’s first
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round of school finance cases.\textsuperscript{238} Courts are adversarial in nature with respect to the parties before them, and can even be adversarial when dealing with other branches of government.\textsuperscript{239} Courts should use their full powers to enforce their orders and push uncooperative legislatures to comply; ordering compliance with the constitution is, after all, the court’s duty just as much as it is the legislature’s.\textsuperscript{240} A noted school finance scholar recommends vigilance on the part of courts.\textsuperscript{241} They should not sit idly by as the other branches ignore their orders. In order to bring finality to the school finance issues states face, courts should treat legislatures just like normal individuals who ignore court orders. The next part will expand on this recommendation and discuss how courts should address common counter-arguments.

V. RECOMMENDATION FOR STATE COURTS IN SCHOOL FUNDING STANDOFFS

Many have aptly wondered: are such drastic measures, like holding an entire state legislature in contempt, even constitutional? Beyond the cases discussed, no known instances of this exact situation exist.\textsuperscript{242} While state courts have held individual legislators in contempt,\textsuperscript{243} an entire branch of state government has apparently not been thusly sanctioned outside New Jersey and Washington. Those two courts’ specific sanctions appear to be unprecedented, as one state’s counsel argued.\textsuperscript{244} It even appears to be unprecedented when it comes to other kinds of cases, not just education finance. Surely, there are separation of powers and other
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constitutional questions inherent in one branch sanctioning another. Editorial boards across the state in Washington rebuked the court for this very reason when it threatened to hold the legislature in contempt.\textsuperscript{245} The executive branch in New Jersey also voiced these concerns during its constitutional row.\textsuperscript{246} Commentators in both states (often despite lack of legal training) were sure that such actions were beyond the powers of a court.\textsuperscript{247} I submit that it is constitutional.\textsuperscript{248} I recommend that courts choose this route when faced with situations similar to those above. Because this solution lacks any legal precedent, however, the recommendation will be by way of the closest comparable situations. The rest of this section looks at the text of contempt statutes and draws comparisons to the most similar situations in history, in order to recommend how courts should go about redressing their own dilemmas. It also addresses some common counter-arguments that are raised during these constitutional crises and suggests how courts may rebut them.

A. Courts Should Look to State Statutes and Constitutions for Support

In Washington, contempt of court means intentional
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“disobedience of any lawful judgment, decree, order, or process of the court.” The New Jersey contempt statute says that courts have the power to punish for contempt in cases of “disobedience or resistance . . . by any party . . . or any person whatsoever to any lawful writ, process, judgment, order or command of the court.” Ohio punishes a person for contempt if he or she is guilty of “[d]isobedience of, or resistance to, a lawful writ, process, order, rule, judgment, or command of a court or officer.”

Courts should use contempt statutes like these as a basis for the legislature’s contempt. Many of these statutes in some way mention that the sanctions may apply to “people” or “persons.” A legislature likely falls within the meaning of “people,” though none of the cited contempt statutes have a definition section that would aid in answering that question outright. Surely, a “legislature” is comprised of people by the ordinary definition of the word. Single legislators have been held in contempt. So, what would stop a court from sanctioning an entire group of them? Further, if legislators are representatives of the people, and courts may hold ordinary people in contempt, why not the legislature? If it is because legislatures are an entity of people, and not an individual, that is unpersuasive as well. Companies can be held in contempt. On the face of the statutes, it would seem that legislators, or a group of them, could likely be subject to the contempt laws.

As one court observed, “[t]he ultimate power to interpret, construe and enforce the constitution of this State belongs to the judiciary . . . . [T]he courts have ample power, and will go to any length within the limits of judicial procedure, to protect such constitutional guaranties.” If a certain degree of
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education funding is guaranteed in a state constitution (as it is in every state), it is then a positive constitutional right, instead of a negative one. Therefore, the court’s analysis should be different than the typical rational basis test. This is not an arena in which the court is concerned with whether the state has done too much. Rather, it must consider whether the state has done enough. Positive constitutional rights require courts to ask if the state action or inaction achieves, or is reasonably likely to achieve, the desired ends. If the answer is “no,” then the court has the responsibility, not just the option, to remedy the situation.

Legislative immunity should not be persuasive to courts considering contempt as a solution to the school finance problem. Washington’s legislature brought this up in its briefing, stating it would be immune from any contempt order as per the state constitution’s “speech and debate clause.” The federal constitution and forty-three other state constitutions provide similar protection for their legislators. A closer look at the texts show these constitutional guarantees typically only protect what legislators say in their work from criminal or civil sanctions. Hence, it protects their words. It does not protect their actions, especially omissions that violate a citizen’s civil rights. Many state courts have interpreted this privilege even more narrowly than the one given to Congress. As some have argued since the Civil Rights Era, “the judicial power necessary to enforce court orders and command respect overrides the policy supporting the immunity doctrine.” Further, as will be revealed below, the privilege usually extends only to individual members of the legislative body, not
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to the body as whole, which is typically the party to an education finance action. Therefore, courts can likely impose sanctions against the entire legislative body if necessary to protect students' civil right to an adequately funded education.

B. Courts Should Look to Federal Contempt Proceedings Against the President for Precedential Value

Court attempts to enforce their rulings against co-equal branches of government bring to mind *Worcester v. Georgia*. In that 1832 case, the U.S. Supreme Court invalidated Georgia laws that expanded the state's jurisdiction over the Cherokee nation. The laws were part of an attempt to remove the Native Americans from the state. Chief Justice John Marshall held that Native American nations were independent, sovereign states. Although they were under the United States' protection, he wrote, "[p]rotection does not imply the destruction of the protected." Georgia ignored this ruling, however, and continued its campaign to remove the Cherokees. President Andrew Jackson also ignored the ruling and allowed Georgia to proceed with removal. Moreover, President Jackson actually asked the Cherokees to leave the state or submit to Georgia's rule. In response to the Supreme Court opinion, President Jackson purportedly said, "John Marshall has made his decision. Now let him enforce it." Unfortunately, the Justice did not. This ultimately led to the Trail of Tears, an incident in which the federal government forced the Cherokees from their territory.
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and relocated them to Oklahoma. So, if the U.S. Supreme Court had no enforcement power against the President, why would any state court have similar powers against its own legislative body?

The courts do have enforcement powers against the executive branch, although they have only recognized this ability in recent years. In fact, courts have held the executive branch in contempt. President Clinton was the first president held in contempt of court, for willfully giving false testimony about his romantic relationship with Monica Lewinsky. The federal judge in that case noted that, despite the lack of precedent for her ruling, no constitutional barrier existed to imposing sanctions. These sanctions included payment of the plaintiff’s legal fees and reimbursement of court costs. The monetary sanctions are similar to those considered by courts in the school funding context.

A federal court also found President Obama’s administration in contempt in 2011 when the administration reinstituted a deep water drilling moratorium that a court had previously invalidated. The court then ordered the government to pay the plaintiff’s legal fees. As plaintiff’s counsel noted, “[t]he government was not at liberty to impose its own will after the court struck down the policy.” “The government, like any citizen, had to obey the ruling, even if it didn’t like it,” he continued. This is similar to an education finance situation like the three discussed: one branch of government continually failed to act according to a co-equal court’s order, and was consequently sanctioned. State courts should therefore be confident knowing that their actions have precedent in this federal context.
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Federal courts have attempted to spearhead reforms much like those needed for school funding in the prison reform context. In 1972, a Texas inmate filed a handwritten petition against the Texas Department of Corrections. This petition detailed the constitutional violations that were taking place in his jail: unlawful solitary confinement, overcrowding, harassment, and lack of medical care. The massive opinion that resulted, totaling more than one hundred pages, was the basis for “a complete overhaul of the Texas prison system.” The case continued for decades as the judge took an active role in the reform.

At one point, the judge held the Texas Department of Corrections in contempt for failing to implement provisions of a settlement agreement, threatening fines up to twenty-four million dollars per month. The judge who oversaw the case and issued the contempt citation “incurred the wrath of many” for his activism, but was “one of four forces which converged to force legislative action.” California recently witnessed a similar series of prison reform cases. The governor and other state officials were threatened with contempt unless the state released certain inmates. Like students, prisoners are a voiceless minority needing the staunch protection of courts. Federal judges, however, have a much easier time taking these actions than state judges, due to the job security factor. This is likely a reason they have been more comfortable using
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controversial powers to enforce their orders. With this precedent, though, state courts should take advantage of their given enforcement mechanisms.

In fact, the U.S. Supreme Court has specifically endorsed federal judges holding local governmental bodies in contempt for noncompliance with an order to enact necessary legislation. In *Spallone v. United States*, a district court found the city of Yonkers, New York, to be purposefully engaging in housing segregation and enjoined it from continuing the practice.\(^{297}\) The city council, which had sole legislative power, did not comply.\(^{298}\) The court held the city as a whole, and each individual council member, in contempt and imposed sanctions.\(^{299}\)

The Court of Appeals rejected the contemnors’ legislative immunity argument, holding that it “does not insulate them from compliance with a consent judgment . . . which has been approved by their legislative body.”\(^{300}\) The U.S. Supreme Court agreed that contempt was proper against the city as a whole, but not the individual councilmembers, as they had not been found individually liable in the holding below.\(^{301}\) Therefore, courts faced with legislative pushback against an education finance order, would likely be wise to impose sanctions against the entire legislative body, unless individual representatives had been a party to the original action.

Another illustrative historical separation of powers struggle is found in the school desegregation cases during the Civil Rights Era. Following the Supreme Court’s *Brown v. Board of Education* decisions,\(^{302}\) which mandated desegregation of the nation’s schools, some state officials vehemently resisted federal court orders to start implementing their rulings.\(^{303}\) A prominent example was the “Little Rock Crisis.”\(^{304}\) A federal court ordered Little Rock Central High School to integrate, but
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Arkansas Governor Orval Faubus disagreed with the ruling. To block African-American students from attending, the governor sent the state National Guard to the school every day. The federal court then held Governor Faubus in contempt of its ruling. This caused the governor to dismiss the National Guard and allow the children to attend. While President Eisenhower was forced to dispatch federal troops to quell the citizen mob that ensued afterward, the contempt power was successful in bringing about the court’s decree.

At the time these state officials were fighting against desegregation, many now-familiar arguments surfaced: judges were violating separation of powers, and the social problems were too complex for the judiciary to handle. The situation became much easier for courts to handle with Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, when Congress reserved the right to withdraw funding from school districts that refused to desegregate. These arguments then became moot.

In the context of school funding, access to an adequate education is a civil right. It is enumerated in every state’s constitution and guaranteed positively to the children of the state, just like freedom of speech, religion, and the like. There is bipartisan support for the statement that “education is the civil rights issue of our time.” Some see the Supreme Court’s more recent cases, such as Parents Involved in Community
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Schools v. Seattle School District, as an unfortunate retreat from the strong pro-educational stance it took with Brown and subsequent rulings. State courts have followed the Supreme Court’s withdrawal in their increasing unwillingness to hear education finance cases. Interestingly, the United States’ ranking in high school graduation rates relative to other countries has dropped in that time from first to twenty-first. It takes a confident judge indeed to hold a legislature in contempt. That was, however, the exact solution necessary in the Brown desegregation era. It is equally necessary in the school finance dilemma the country faces today. Courts should therefore view this issue as urgently as other civil rights violations and use their contempt powers to halt them.

D. Common Critiques and How Courts May Rebut Them

Of course, the issue with comparing the instant case to the precedent described in the above sections is that none involve the exact separation of powers issue: a disagreement between co-equal branches of state government. They are all approximations. The federal government operates under its unique set of laws, so a federal court sanctioning federal executive officials does not provide an exact roadmap. Likewise, a federal court sanctioning local officials implicates the unequal federalist power structure. There is simply no precedent to make this an easy case. With the above reasons and arguments in mind, however, I urge state courts to use their full power to hold recalcitrant legislatures in contempt, and impose sanctions pursuant to that holding, for failing to comply with their constitutional duties.

Critics of this position argue that allocating more money toward the school funding problem will not actually solve anything. Instead, critics say, schools need to learn to use the money they are given more wisely and frugally. Courts have no need, therefore, to get involved—let alone to sanction a legislature that they believe rightfully ignored the decree. As
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one court concluded, though, “[i]t is nothing more than an illusion to believe that the extensive disparity in financial resources does not relate directly to the quality of education.”

It is hard to imagine that the almost medieval state of Ohio schools in the 1990s, discussed above, could not have been brought to at least some minimum health and safety standards with money for a functioning heating system or fire alarms. One study found that “[i]nadequate education also dramatically raises crime rates and health costs, denies the nation substantial tax revenues, and raises serious questions about the civic competence of the next generation to function productively in a complex democratic society.”

Courts can easily counter such monetary objections with the knowledge that this investment will yield greater monetary and societal returns.

Another critique that surfaces frequently is a more populist separation of powers concern. A common sentiment is that only the voters and elected officials can exercise their voice to make education finance decisions. This could be because courts do not have sufficient resources to make proper decisions in this area, or because such decisions would be “judicial activism” taken too far. State judges are often elected too, however, so the importance of having a representative of the people to make decisions is already fulfilled. Further, courts are supposed to protect the rights of the minority, even if that is not a popular decision. The right to a certain level of basic education is specifically laid out in every state’s constitution. The implications of restricting courts from enforcing their orders when dealing with a co-equal branch of government could be grim for voiceless minorities. As plaintiffs’ counsel in McCleary queried the court, “[w]hat is the purpose of separation of powers? Is it to protect government officials who violate the constitutional rights of citizens?”
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A related argument states that courts do not have the “power of the purse.” That power belongs to the legislature. Courts attempting to rule on education finance issues, and moreover enforce them, are overstepping that boundary. Admittedly, some courts have overreached. Multiple courts, however, have successfully refrained from telling the legislature how much money to spend. They left that up to the legislature, and let the representatives define the parameters by which it should be bound. In sum, the court simply tells the legislature that they are violating the constitution using boundaries the legislature set for itself. Therefore, it is possible to stay within the proper bounds of judicial oversight and still enforce an order.

E. Summary of Lessons Learned

Based on the trials and successes of our exemplary education finance cases, and the analogous contempt proceedings throughout history, a few practical points can be gleaned. First, courts should not back down when constitutional violations of the state education clause are found. This likely means retaining jurisdiction of the case to ensure the order is followed. Second, courts must allow the legislature to define specific formulas and monetary amounts. Doing otherwise would mean overreaching into legislative functions. Allowing the party in violation to set their own rules also ensures less resistance when compliance is mandated.

Third, courts should not afford legislatures too many chances. This was exemplified in the New Jersey saga. Ordering a party to show cause, backed by the specter of contempt sanctions or school shutdown, may be more effective in the second or third rehearing than waiting until the seventh or eighth. The court will lose a lot of its perceived power so late in the case. Finally, a court must take into account the larger issues that may result from whatever sanctions it decides to
impose. Shutting down schools in the middle of summer, as New Jersey did, may have little actual impact on students. Likewise, holding the legislature in contempt may be a sufficient scare tactic, with little actual negative impacts on the rest of society, to solve the problem.

VI. CONCLUSION

The stories related above are those of conflicts that have happened time and time again. These separation of powers scuffles between branches of government are not new. From the Trail of Tears to the Little Rock Crisis, governing counterparts have tried to map out the boundaries of their constitutional duties and roles. While this battle has been seen throughout different legal areas, school finance litigation is one such area that seems to be caught in a never-ending cycle. Even if plaintiffs in these cases manage to win, a lack of legislative compliance with judicial orders is a significant roadblock to the desired outcomes. Courts’ deference to, or exhaustion with, this legislative inaction means that even novel litigation approaches or legal theories from the parties themselves have proven useless. The government must do its job to implement the remedies. That responsibility falls not only on the legislative and executive branches, but on the judicial branch as well.

When presented with this issue, courts should not walk away from school finance cases. Courts have it within their power to enforce their orders and bring about finality to the dispute. That is a choice they must make, however. If “last resort” remedies are required, they should uphold students’ right to an adequate education under their state constitutions. Children are remarkably resilient in the face of adversity, but ensuring a safe, quality learning environment is paramount to developing an informed citizenry that can contribute to the world in which we all must live. As a noted education finance scholar said, “[t]here is broad consensus among business leaders, government officials, and educators that achieving both excellence and equity in this manner is critical to the nation’s future.”332 The time has come for state courts to join in
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that consensus.
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